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COPYRIGHT
A condition of enrolment at the Academy is that the student agrees that the ownership of copyright of creative work
produced by the student under the instruction and/or supervision of Academy staff, is jointly held by the Academy and the
student. The Academy will therefore not publish student work without the written permission of its creator and Academy
approval is required before a student can publish work they have produced at the Academy.
The Academy will not support any student who breaches copyright laws. Copyright applies to Internet content (text and
visual), film/video, music and images, as well as printed works.
Ten per cent of the pages OR one chapter of books and e-books may be copied.
Only one whole article from newspapers, magazines and journals may be copied unless they are on the same subject.
For images, text and music not covered by the 10% rule, and audiovisual materials including DVDs and CDs, five criteria
for ‘fair dealing’ must be met. These are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The purpose of the copy Copying for study might be more fair than copying for work that may generate income.
The nature of the work Copying work that is the result of significant practice and acquired skills would be less fair.
The work can be bought within a reasonable timeframe Copying work you can buy is not fair.
The effect of the copying on the potential market for, and value, of the work Copying would affect these if the
work is sold or licensed by the publisher. It would therefore be likely to be considered unfair.
5. The significance and amount of the copied part of a work in relation to the whole work Copying a large OR
important part of a work is less fair than copying either a small OR unimportant part.
Notices regarding copyright provisions are displayed beside each photocopier. Please read them.

